This article is a discourse analysis based on a theory of figures of speech advocated by Orecchionni that analyzes implicit not only as a mark of literality but also as trope of illocutionary type not lexical, lexical, metaphorical or semantic. It considers also the explicit information of the novel through four levels of competency: linguistic, encyclopedic, logical and pragmatic rhetorical and analyzes the romantic statement according to the maxims of quantity, quality, relation or relevance and modality. This study shows, through verbal interactions of « Douane de mer » that the story is the heiress of the mnemonic representation than of historical representation. It sheds light on the dual role played by implicit as a mediator in relation to historical reality or an opaque screen over the truth of the world.
Introduction
Approaching various issues, from historical evocation to philosophy, including biography and metaphysical issues, such as the obsession of time and death, Jean d'Ormesson's rich body of work expresses, according to the author's own confession, his love for life, his bliss and sometimes even the enjoyment he finds in waiting for death 1 .
Several critics have assigned the sense of happiness to his origins. Indeed, our author is a French writer born with a silver spoon in his Out of all the milestones marking Jean d'Ormesson's 2 fictional writing we have chosen La Douane de mer. Indeed, this novel represents a rich field for the literary analysis of the implicit. It is a scholar's book, in which the Academy member aims at nothing less than compiling an inventory of the state of the world since its beginnings.
La Douane de mer begins with the death of the narrator-writer (named O. throughout the novel). "On June 26 th , a little before noon, I witnessed something that I will never forget: my death." 3 . The character is in the arms of his beloved Marie, on top of Venice and its famous 'Dogana', where his heart stops. There, he encounters a character called A., a spirit who pretends to have been sent by the authorities of Urql, an unknown planet at the very end of the universe. A pact is concluded between the two spirits. A. asks O. to acquaint him with our planet, the Earth: "I would ask you to be my guide and my interpreter and help me write the report I need to provide upon my return to Urql" 4 .
O., the inhabitant of the Earth who has just passed away, will take three days to present his world view to A., a view which encompasses an impressive range of knowledge and enables A. to write his report-enquiry on our planet and its inhabitants:
I tell myself that one couldn't reproach me helping a pure spirit obtain some information about this Earth we had lived in (...) Three days, I told A. in a strict and resolute manner. I give you three days. I will be your guide, I will explain you our life, nature, and history. Three days. Not a single more. Afterwards, I need to leave 5 .
The implicit in the writings of Jean d'Ormesson:
The tropes of La Douane de mer, the title we chose for this article, clearly indicates its purpose: we aim at approaching the implicit from different perspectives and at inscribing this notion at the junction of two approaches that have been long seen as excluding one another: the linguistic and the literary approach. We propose an analysis of discourse in the work of Ormesson, a work which puts to such powerful use the tropes and the implicit expression. But before that we will provide a brief overview of these issues.
The figures of speech or tropes, consist in "(...) employing a term in a sense other than its literal one" 6 . They represent one of the four types of rhetorical figures, that is to say stylistic devices aimed at conveying a message eloquently and persuasively 7 . The main tropes are first of all those corresponding to images: the comparison, the metaphor, the allegory, the parable, the metonymy, the synecdoche and the antonomasia. Dumarsais's work Des Tropes (1730) is considered an important landmark in the evolution of the history of tropes. The author insists on the biunivocity of the sign, by opposing the signification (in language) and the sense (in discourse). Starting from here, the role of the subject becomes capital in the emergence of the style.
The implicit, which sets in motion the meaning of the word, is considered to belong to a particular class of tropes. More palpable on the oral level, it acquires a special place in rhetoric. Renaissance rhetoric showed much interest for the logos, which refers to a rational discourse, for pathos, which focuses on the discourse centred on emotion, and to ethos, which appeals to the individual dimension and involvement of the orator in his own discourse. Classical rhetoric, which set itself the objective of representing the world, could not dissociate itself from these three elements. And this is how the advocacy of the epoch, which should have been "closer to information than to eloquence" 8 could not but contain its part of the author's intention, the issue at the basis of any implicit.
The issue of the implicit among the tropes belongs to a rather complex issue: the implicit, as a rhetorical figure, is it a tool at the service of the fictional text? Or is it rather an intellectual availability of the author to the service of cognition 9 and of verbal communication? From the point of view of the enunciation one cannot but recognize the complementarity of these two aspects. From the moment that we consider the implicit as a specific enunciation, we understand that its significance (sense and denotation) stems from the interaction of an intention which represents the vehicle of the interpretation and a framework which represents the cognitive scope 10 . As the implicit is peculiar to verbal discourses, it plays an extremely important role in literature, and especially in the novel. It is one of the indexes which materialize literariness 11 and style.
Therefore, this article aims at studying the implicit in the text of the novel La Douane de mer, as a unity determined by the verbal interactions 12 proposed by the two speakers. Especially when considering the fact that the act of writing report will enable Ormesson, through the voice of his interlocutor, to travel in time and space, and even between continents and centuries, to engage in a profusion of explanations and an abundance of information which characterise our contemporary life and infer the implicit. The question that the critic has to ask is the following one: How can one describe the implicit in the novel? And it is this interrogation in particular that we will try to answer regarding the Jean d'Ormesson's stylistic efforts in La Douane de mer.
Our study is organised around Orecchionni's 13 theory of the figures of style, which contains a synchronic analysis of the implicit as a trope but also as a mark of literariness. In order to decipher the implicit characterising the two heroes of La Douane de mer, we will consider the following four competences 14 :
1) the linguistic competence ; 2) the encyclopaedic competence ; 3) the rhetoric-pragmatic competence; 4) the logical competence. Moreover, in order to seize the implicit discourse relations, it is essential to study first the explicit one, which constitutes a compulsory step to any decoding of the implicit in an author's discourse. This accounts for the twofold structure of our article:
Explicit information in La Douane de mer
The verbal interaction in La Douane de mer is characterised by the fact that it implies a one-way verbal exchange, as the interlocutor (the alien reporter) does not provide any information on the Urql planet. In fact, we are witnessing here a one-way transfer of knowledge: from O. to A. 15 .
This situation is explained by the subject of the novel: its hero, the speaker O., who holds the information, transmits his vast knowledge on the terrestrial world to A., an inhabitant of the planet Urql who knows nothing about it, after having realised the latter's acute need: "To A., death was as obscure as life. He ignored life. He ignored death. I didn't know anything about Urql. He didn't know anything about our world, nor about the people inhabiting it. I understood quickly enough that he had everything to learn on this Earth where he had landed." 16 Confronted with such ignorance, the main aim of speaker O. is to respond to A's request: "Have mercy on a spirit lost in space and show him everything that he ignores". 17 He was thus supposed to quench his thirst of knowledge and his attraction towards our planet, that he considered with some prejudices: "your Earth is the ideal place to carry out my enquiry on the unknown worlds (...) Imagine my surprise and that of my fellow citizens to discover an universe so strange and improbable as the one that you are inhabiting." 18 It follows thus a rather didactic discourse, rich in information and prolific, a discourse through which O. aims at filling in A.'s information vacuum: "I think that I felt like explaining to you, who came from such a remote place and didn't know anything about this world, what life and men looked like. Because I belong to them and I am what they are." 19 What renders this situation even stranger is the fact that in his turn, O. doesn't know anything about life on the planet of his interlocutor, Urql, which could help him foresee the limits to his effusions, taking the form of histories, reflexions, assertions, judgements which constitute the signifier of his discourse, its literal aspect and its explicit content. 20 It is first of all interpretation which enables A. to understand the situation. He will only interpret the hidden content of the discourse after having focused on its visible side. In order to accomplish his primary goal, he will set in motion his four competences: linguistic, encyclopaedic, logic and rhetorical-pragmatic 21 .
Starting from the linguistic competence cited in Orecchioni's definition, La Douane de mer doesn't raise the issue of the difference between the linguistic competence of the inhabitant of the Earth and that of planet Urql. His capacity to understand Molière's language is thus not questioned. The communication between the two speakers is guaranteed: A., who belongs to the community of the spirits, was a naive and charming spirit. Of course, it would be impossible to describe him, even very briefly, as spirits -you know it very well -, do not have any form nor any colour. They float, they fly, they move as they wish, they always turn into something else, they are everywhere at the same time. They communicate with one another without needing a language. It was a chance. We rapidly got along very well. 22 We are thus dealing with a spirit who can speak, but "without needing a language". But to whom is he speaking? To another spirit, that of the late O. The reader could think he is dreaming when reading such a thing, but in fact we have here the two levels of the narrative: on the one side the inner dialogue of the story, which is exchanged between the two characters; on the other hand, the external dialogue subtly engaged with the reader of the novel, and that we perceive here through the affixed sentence ("as you know"). Here, the narrator addresses us, the readers, appealing to a competence different from the linguistic one: the encyclopaedic competence, which refers to culture and to previous knowledge on the narrated world.
The encyclopaedic competence is strongly involved in La Douane de mer: "The encyclopaedic competence can be described as a vast reservoir of extra-enunciative information concerning the context; a set of knowledge and beliefs, a system of representations, interpretations and evaluations of the referential universe, (...) a small part of which is used in decoding operations". 23 The late narrator (A.) presents himself in the narrative as a diligent reader, especially of the Greco-Latin classics, of Chateaubriand and of Aragon, to whom he dedicates pages full of passion; he gives to his interlocutor an idea of the role of art and of literature at the junction of the ephemeral of life and of the duration of the world. He doesn't forget to speak about love and the relationships between men and women, especially given the fact that he only encounters A. while in his beloved Marie's arms. O. provides endless and fastidious information. This character, with a keen interest in history and culture, speaks about great monarchs from all over the world, their victories and their defeats, about Austrian musicians and French painters, without forgetting the great historical legends, mythology, Opera and theatre masterpieces, tragic and comic actors. He creates occasions, in La Douane de mer, to insist on his favourite themes: the eternal beginning anew of the world, human finitude and "the endless history of time" 24 , he acquaints A. with his metaphysical reflections and overflies known and unknown regions:
We were overflying Greece, Persia, China, the Indies, and I tried to explain him, as I could, that the big bang (...) had given birth to life and that life had come out of thought. 25 He tells the history of religions and political doctrines and does not forget to speak about people, about their avatars, their activities and their works, placing on the same level serious activities and worldly ones:
They go to wars (...) they fish. They play football. They sing around a fire, and, in different languages, they write Die Lorelei, The Importance of Being Earnest, the Mahbharata and the Bhagavadgit, the Dream of the Red Chamber, the Genji-monogatari, Don Quixote of la Mancha, Mon amie Nane and, first of all, the Iiliad and the Odyssey. 26 Such rich information gives us the impression of being in Ali Baba's cave, full of treasures, diamonds and precious stones.
O. speaks to A. in order to endow him with the same cognitive representation as that of an inhabitant of the Earth. He appeals to the épistémè 27 of the human beings or rather of the 20 th century French people. But it could be very different from his own: the two interlocutors belong to different worlds and it is difficult to find encyclopaedic competences or an epistemic knowledge that they share. Out of all the encyclopaedic competences, it is especially the one referring to the novel's world and universe (also named "evaluative of U") which is predominant in the novel.
We see him expose his own theory of the universe and showing off knowledge which does not dissimulate, in most cases, his refusal of life and the horror that it gives him:
No novel, no ghost story, no crime thriller, no play by Aeschylus or by Shakespeare frightened the world more than the S. S. with its dead head or the Soviet tanks supported by the K. G. B. The pistol bullet at the back of the head and the executioner's axe were dividing Europe between themselves.
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In other contexts he expresses his love of life and the surrounding environment by mixing objective information about the world to other type of information, of a more subjective type. His discourse on sleep is a classical instance of this strategy:
Sleep (...) is an absence in presence, a faint, a silence, a sort of training to death, necessary to life. (...) One disappears nobody knows where, on the other side of I don't know what, one forgets, one dreams, one comes to life almost new. Nothing is more charming in this world than this withdrawal from it. 29 It is thus obvious that the scope of the two competences, the linguistic and the encyclopaedic, is rather the explicit, while that of the logical and rhetorical-pragmatic competence is the implicit (as we will further discuss in this paper). These two competences enable the interlocutor to aim at reconstituting logical constructions such as syllogisms or to pursue the meanings of the words in the discourse.
However, even if the verbal exchange in La Douane de mer operates a kind of derogation from the exchange of information, provided it does not infringe the cooperation principle between the speaker and the addressee, intimately related to the pragmatic competence, introduced by the language philosopher H. Paul Grice. According to this logic of cooperative communication, each participant recognises in his exchanges a common goal, a set of goals or at least a direction accepted by all the participants. Consequently, each speaker contributes to the success of the dialogue, according to his ultimate goal.
As the first goal, agreed upon and defined through conversation in La Douane de mer, is the transfer of knowledge from O. to A., so that the report can be written, A. will be animated by his intention to understand O.'s message, and the latter by that of making it credible. Both of them contribute, in their own way, to the success of the process. All of A.'s utterances, be them confirmation, approval or signs of having assimilated the message, apply to the principle of cooperation. A.'s deductions on life on the Earth, and the fact that O. receives him so well, are signs of the communication established between the two protagonists in the novel. The first understands what the latter tells him:
It's true, remarked A.: your world goes around in a circle. One couldn't put it better, I told him. It constantly refers to itself. 30 The analysis of the text's utterance leads us to consider it as an application of the four maxims stemming from Grice's principle: the maxim of quality, the maxim of relation, the maxim of relevance and that of manner. They concern the efficiency of the exchange and the capacity of the communication protagonists to produce an efficient, persuasive discourse oriented towards a conclusion, in other words, an argumentative discourse.
The maxim of quantity requires that any verbal contribution contain as much information as required, no more, no less. In La Douane de mer, this request has no limit, as the project of the book is to tell everything about life in this world. And the author does not only speak about history, religion and geography, he also refers to rhetoric and figures of speech in order to provide his listener with a complete idea of the universe:
First of all grammar, I answered. And capital letters. And metonymy. Soon the trope, the hypallage, the synecdoche, the antonomasia, the syllepsis, the anacoluthon. And all the theory of language and of the figures of speech. And the sacred horror of ideas and words.
The report, just as the beings and the things whose story he is telling, will be corroded by time, and thus will never be exhaustive:
But as I started speaking about umbrellas, the Campitelli place and men's passions, I cannot go on nor stop here. How could I not speak to you about Lucrezia Borgia, the daughter of a pope, and of her brother Caesar, who strangled her husband under her eyes? How could I possibly not speak about those sovereigns of Egypt, who married their sister on the order of their gods, or, maybe, who knows, in order to put all the lands into the same hand and thus better consolidate their power? How could I not speak about murderers and their brilliant cunning, about travellers in the desert, across the valleys of Himalaya or the Alps, about heroes and saints who can die as others laugh and, through an unfathomable and yet bright mystery, prefer the others to themselves? And how could I speak to you about all these when there's not enough time?
The maxim of quality requires that each interlocutor only say what he believes to be true or what he has evidence for. The specific rules of this axiom are the following: "Don't say what you believe to be false" and "Don't say what you lack adequate evidence for". Ormesson does not use the conditional, or expressions denoting the doubt that he would have liked to raise in his interlocutor, proving thus that he faithfully observes this maxim.
Ormesson's observance of the two maxims, quality and quantity, is consistent with that of his observance of the maxim of manner and the law of relevance. The latter is implemented in La Douane de mer, as far as all the informative utterances in the novel justify the rule of relevance, which requires that "an utterance is all the more relevant if with less information he makes the hearer enrich or modify the more of his knowledge or conceptions" 33 . All the information provided by O. accomplishes this role, as far as it is directed at an interlocutor who does not belong to the same universe as the speaker. On the contrary, O. will never know whether A. possesses or not a certain piece of information, as he doesn't know anything about his universe. This information concerns the way in which the interlocutor has to say what he says: the form of the message. We find it in Ormesson's way of talking, on a clear, non ambiguous, synthetic, methodical tone.
Everything that O. says is highly informative, as long as he doesn't know anything about the cognitive universe of A. This is why he only appeals to the latter's active memory, accumulated in the pages of the report, and not to his passive memory, containing all the knowledge prior to their meeting: "Do you remember that the Reform comes out of the Catholic Church, as the Catholic Church came out of the Old Testament?"
If the principle of cooperation guarantees in La Douane de mer a good understanding of the two interlocutors, it does not exclude however the existence of certain transgressions. The sentence: "in spite of your nullity" uttered by A. provides us with a notable example: Socrates, who delivered of his thoughts those who talked with him, taught that knowing is remembering and that everybody already knows everything.' 'So, did you know everything?' 'I could have known. But I was not aware. The good thing, with this report, is that it makes me wonder, with you, at what I could have known. And that I didn't know.' 34 Through this non-cooperative discourse, A. labels O.'s report as worthless, as if it represented something already said and it didn't observe the informativity rule. A. considers that he possesses the same cognitive luggage as O. His surprise at the information that his interlocutor offers him is explained by the fact that A. does not use his passive memory when listening to it -the information accumulated and stocked throughout his life.
As a speaker, O. applies the rule of exhaustiveness. When asking whether Ormesson observed the rule of exhaustiveness by providing as much information as needed or didn't observe it by 'not mentioning x at all, and not saying everything on x', one cannot but remark that in a way he ignores this rule, preferring the rule of relevance. The speaker cannot say everything that happened on Earth from the big bang until today, he has to select strong and relevant information, leaving his interlocutor to reveal the degree of confidentiality or identify the implicit in the explicit.
Not only one cannot tell everything, but one doesn't have to tell everything: lots of things need to remain "secret" (even if they are to be disclosed in "confidence"). The rule of exhaustiveness has its reverse: an antiexhaustiveness rule, corresponding in a way to Grice's maxim of quantity: Make your contribution as informative as required. 35 Thus, in spite of all O.'s efforts, his report will always contain black holes and gaps. As a matter of fact, he is the one to realize that his report will be incomplete: it will never be eternal as far as it is placed in the same time as its author.
A report, my dear A, may talk about eternity, but it will never be eternal. It is inscribed in the time and in the history of his parents. I am willing to believe that you are eternal. But I am not. The proof, I am dead. (...) You can see that my life, my poor life, affects our whole enterprise and that it will son render it obsolete. To do the job properly, the report should be revised and completed by others than me, of course, every five years. 36 It would thus be an impossible mission to obtain an exhaustive report. This is what O. tells to A. towards the end of the novel: you should know that no report on the Earth can be comprehensive. The only comprehensive report on the world and on its history is the world and its history: even you, a pure spirit, with no limits and no body, are not allowed to take them with you to Urql. You will leave with some words, with some images, with a feeling of astonishment and one or two hints. You will be able to tell in Urql that something obscure and bright is taking place on the Earth. And that will be about everything. 37 To sum up, the ultimate cooperation of A. with O. arises as a result of this utterance where, as an accomplice to the creation of the report's meaning, he realizes that the latter does not exist only on the exterior level, but also on the hidden, concealed, disguised one:
My dear O, A told me, what you are telling me about yourself remains as obscure to me as what you are telling about the world. It seems to me that the words that you are lining with such good will in order to explain your Earth to me could just as well be replaced by others and that there is something arbitrary in your discourses. 38 This 'arbitrary' is O.'s intention, which A. will aim at identifying and finding, as a needle in a haystack:
It's not enough to hear, one has to understand. It's not enough to see, one has to choose, to build, to organise. It's not enough to tell, one has to give a meaning to one's narrative. In the absence of this interior world which transfigures the chaos, the world, such as it goes in its history and in the infinite spaces, runs the risk of appearing to the people of Urql as a story told by an idiot (...) full of sound and fury, signifying nothing. The key to the report is the meaning. As the universe has no meaning, it is the world which gives it a meaning. As life has no meaning, it is thought which gives it one. 39 Thus, this analysis of the explicit in Ormesson's discourse has enabled us to ascertain its compliance with the cooperation principle and with Grice's maxims of the verbal exchange, but also to evaluate its degree of informativity, of exhaustiveness and of relevance. The derogationhowever partial it may be -to some of these principles leads us to the second section of our study: the implicit information in La Douane de mer, the intention of the novelist that will aim at supporting, at justifying and at explaining its explicit information. That 'something obscure and very bright' will be expressed through tropes denoting another meaning than that inscribed in the report of the alien. This will constitute the object of the second part of this article.
Explicit information in La Douane de mer
It would be difficult to find a text that does not contain its part -as small as it may be -of inference, through which "one passes from an existing idea to an absent one, or the operation through which one goes from the known to the Unknown" 40 . However, not all the inferences have the same value. Their part of implicit encoded by the speaker is so nuanced, that it would approach some of them to the level of the "obvious" and the others to the level of the suggested, and thus, maybe, to the contested or the doubtful. Fall into the first category the pragmatic inferences of BARLETT taken over by COIRIER, who defines them as "the non-certain deductions based on common knowledge, on usual or likely sequences" or the logical inferences that "proceed from the implementation of formal rules of deduction, of logical calculus". 41 In fact, these inferences are not generated by the creativity of the listener; they are not the fruit of his genius, but of the genius of language. The idea missing from the fabric of the text, inferred through them, is so obvious that the decoder wouldn't even perceive its absence at the level of the utterance and would even consider it to be made explicit. These two types of inferences, which evoke highly predictable information, can be omitted in the process of recovery of the implicit meaning of the text, justifying thus the principle stating that "(...) What is highly recoverable by the reader does not need to be made explicit if one adopts a strategy of communicative economy." 42 Such inferences would rather be associated to the cooperation of the speaker and to his use of his logical competence on the utterance. It is the case with the necessary deductions operated by A., the interlocutor of La Douane de mer, as part of his interpretative calculus. 43 I have already noticed that, with you, the human beings, everything comes out of everything. 44 This deduction, operated by A. through his analysis of the histories of religions, civilisations, countries and revolutions that he encoder narrates, is confirmed by the latter. This is the cooperation principle according to which we see O. agreeing to the evolution of A.'s thinking and to his decoding process: "Well, precisely, Buddhism comes out of Brahmanism, several centuries its senior." 45 It doesn't take him long to formulate an idea which stems out of his encyclopaedic evaluative competence: "Each of the renaissances and its lot of happiness or misfortune in this world is determined, according to an immanent, retrospective and inescapable justice, by the moral value of the acts accomplished in former lives." 46 All these examples show that the tropes are the ones which contain the true sense of the implicit in the text of La Douane de mer. They play on a reversal of situation where the literal, which should normally assume the status of denoted, gives up its position to the derived and is limiting itself to the connotation. 47 This permutation only happens with the author of the implicit through the intervention of certain extra-verbal elements which channel the discourse of the speaker in a direction asked for by the circumstances, by the status and the intention of both sides of the discourse: "in order to decode something that is only implied, an allusion, one has to appeal, most often, to a specific extra-enunciative power". 48 By analysing the role of the "co(n)textual factors" 49 and of the "extradiscursive power" 50 , we get the key to deciphering the tropes. Orecchioni, as well as Grice, insists on the role of the discursive context in the revelation of implicature 51 , which is based on the distance between what is said and the signified in the conversational exchanges in which what is said is the literal aspect of the uttered sentence. Without any intervention of the discursive context, signifying is the contrary and it implies a violation of the maxim of manner implied by the cooperation principle, as long as the speaker cultivates ambiguity through this process. When conveying his knowledge and his story of the events having occurred on our planet, O., Ormesson's spokesperson in La Douane de mer, makes use of tropes, explaining the natural phenomenon of rain with the following words: "Rain, my dear A, is water falling from the sky on the earth in large drops, and getting one's hair and one's skin wet. Women are really afraid of it, as it disturbs their hairstyle. They use umbrellas to protect themselves from the rain. Marie was hesitating under her porch and hiding her head under the morning newspaper. 'Do you want it?', I told her, raising above her, as a canopy or a sunshade for a primitive princess, my black silk umbrella. She looked at me with a smile. 'Why not?' She told me. 'Thank you very much. Anything is better than the news of the day." 52 In this fragment, the sentence containing a trope is "Anything is better than the news of the day." It is a non lexicalized illocutionary trope, or as the derived content of "the news of the day" is added to the literal meaning. The trope asserts itself as a trope of invention, as long as the derivative promoted to the level of denoted is a discourse derivative and not a language derivative. 53 The issue of the non lexicalized illocution is thus placed at the level of the derived value, which imposes to the utterance its dominant pragmatic function. We should therefore ask the question -with reference to this particular example -to which derived content does the trope send to? In fact, in the sentence 'anything is better than the news of the day' the textual isotopy is ensured by a sense coming from the isotopy of protection and of shelter, even if the newspaper is not intended at such a use. This non lexicalized illocutionary trope is a pragmatic trope which gives its whole meaning to the parallelism underlying the sentence.
The sentence is constructed through a parallelism of two elements: A is better than B Where A = anything and B = the news of the day Starting from this comparison between A and B we understand that A (anything) is more important than B (the news of the day), that is 'the news of the day is very bad'. The news of the day acquires thus its primary, literal meaning. In this trope, the connoted supplants the denoted. 54 The meaning of the trope contained in the utterance of "the news of the day" is actualized through contextual constraints that we are familiar with from the beginning of the novel, and which postulate that O. is commenting the events on the Earth and is obsessed with the idea of finitude, of death, of silence, love and jealousy. Moreover, it is the deep sense of bitterness which activates his encyclopaedic competence and enables him to block literal reading and trigger the derivation mechanism. This derivation, not constituted prior to his descent on the earth, is created through successive strata as a result of O.'s narrative. The non lexicalized illocutionary trope quoted here draws its force from and its success criterion from its position in the sequence. 55 Through his interpretative calculation of the utterance, A. adopts a semasiological approach. 56 He uses his rhetorical-pragmatic competence, and the sense of his trope stems from the fact that the laws of discourse conform to it, all the more so as after his discourse on the explanation of chance, of man's freedom and of the world seen as "an inextricable jungle", he continues with his explanation of the terrifying world and of gloomy future. The coherence of the utterance justifies this trope as long as O. tells A. stories and events whose denoted content confirms the fact that life's incidents are insignificant and painful. We refer here to the story of the death which separated him from Marie, and to the catalogue of events whose content denotes the flight of time, the world's frenzy and man's pride:
Humans live in an infinitely complicated world, with an infinite number of elements, but where the combinations of effects and causes form an inextricable jungle, a forest nobody get out of and where everything always refers to something else. From time to time, they stop. They lay in the sun. They watch the sea or the sky. They feel a sort of peace. They find someone to love. They imagine that everything will be fine and everything will be easy. 57 As if this peace, this beauty and this simplicity were this calm and restful period of time. The events of the world are turned down from the very beginning, even if sometimes they throw a certain veil or an illusion of protection. But terrible events eventually follow on:
The first time I saw Marie, it was pouring down with rain. Several wars had followed one another. The horse was no longer king of the battlefield. People travelled very quickly. Cinema was getting important. Television undermined family and conversation. The pill was slipping between the sexes. This was just another era. It was in Paris, Dragon street. 58 There is no doubt that O., the encoder of the message, does not aim at making A., the decoder, classify the instruments protecting against the rain, judge their efficacy or inefficacy, or integrate the newspaper into this class. A. is interested in knowing everything about the earth and the incidents occurring there. Even if the explicit content of the utterance could appear acceptable and logical in that particular context (a woman who would rather be protected against the rain by an umbrella rather than the morning newspaper), the added meaning of the utterance, this implicit revealed through the trope normalises the utterance and provides its rhetorical-pragmatic appropriation, and thus, its coherence. The derived, implicit meaning -although literal -of the daily incidents is grafted onto that of the 'news of the day', that is of the newspaper; and it is the fact that we are not denying the primary, explicit meaning of the utterance which encourages us to consider it as a non lexicalized illocutionary trope.
We classify within the same category the trope contained in the utterance: "Time is the form of our helplessness, space is the form of our power" 59 . In this sentence, the derivatives of the discourse are grafted onto the literal meaning of the two terms 'helplessness' and 'power', signifying weakness and incapacity of performing acts for the former and great power and capacity to act and dominate for the latter. The term 'helplessness' denotes the implicit content of the incapacity to move in time and space, while the derived meaning, which dominated the term 'power', without concealing its primary meaning -is the aptitude to move in space.
On the contrary, in the two utterances: "The world is a bloody mess" [literally translated a terrible brothel] and "The world is a circus" 60 quoted by O. and revealing his own evaluation of the world, we are dealing with lexicalized illocutionary tropes. The derived and denoted illocutionary value is substituted and not added to the connoted literal value. In the first trope, the term 'brothel' in the sense of house of prostitution is retracted and the meaning of huge fuss and mess is put forward, and the same happens with the term 'circus', which connotes the explicit content of show place where exhibitions and numbers are presented, and denotes the language derivative which is disorganised activity. This trope continues in fact the conversation between the two heroes at the beginning of the novel, a conversation contributing to the cooperation principle observed by the two speakers as long as O. blesses, by these words, the way in which A. interprets his discourse:
Did you really understand that it was the same circus? Men come after seaweeds, and the Romans are not the Greek, and Byzantium is not Rome. This is an ever-moving world. 'Just as Jeannot's knife. One changes the blade. One changes the handle. But it stays the same knife: Jeannot's knife. 61 O. is speaking about this same circus or this bedlam where everything turns into a farce when he uses the expression "Jeannot's knife". He reinforces his initial idea through this metaphorical trope where "the textual isotopy is ensured by the derived but denoted sense" 62 . Contextualised, the terms of the expression do not have the same meaning as in the title of Albert Paraz's 1946 novel or in this story of the knife with the ever-changing handle or blade; they seem to point instead to the world which is all the same, a world that, although changing, always takes a form that is identical to the former. The ever-changing world is the derived and denoted meaning of the expression "Jeannot's knife", which gives the sequence its textual isotopy, whereas the sense of literary masterpiece is overshadowed or connoted.
Here is a second instance where A. makes use of his primary competence, the logical competence, in order to seize the specific meaning of the utterance. It is in this sequence where O. the encoder expresses his desire of not having his report read by the inhabitants of the Earth and, consequently, A. supposes he is lying.
Honestly, I murmured, I wouldn't like my report to be known on Earth... 'I see what it is, he said. The Earth and its inhabitants do not bear any resemblance to your extravagant narratives. I was right to think that, as strange as it may be, your world couldn't be as improbable. You laughed at me, you told me absolute nonsense. And you don't want your silly things to circulate among your acquaintances.' 'Not at all, I answered. The Earth is just as I tell you, or so, and the same is true for the humans. I am certain that they would recognize themselves in my accounts of them and their history. The problem is with you. Nobody on earth will believe that it sufficed me to die in order to meet, in Venice, above the Douane, a spirit called A and who resembled you.' 63 The utterance "I wouldn't like my report to be known on Earth…" accomplishes, on the surface level, and in an incomplete manner, the following syllogistic structure:
1. Major premise: If the report were true, O. would like it to be known by the inhabitants of the Earth 2. Minor premise: O. doesn't want the report to be known by the inhabitants of the Earth 3. Conclusion: The report is misleading and false. This utterance would represent the minor premise of an incomplete syllogism (or enthymeme) and the inference or the implicit proposition would be the major one. This implicit major, on which reasoning is based, is inscribed in the encyclopaedic competence of the reader, under the form of 'prior information' and it enables us to get an idea on its épistèmê on the values of the Urql planet. Consequently, we can consider this utterance as an implicitative trope, which involves a presupposition or more precisely as an implicitative presuppositional trope 64 .
The speaker A. uses thus his logical competence through a syllogism taking the form of an enthymeme, where the major is absent. This strategy is frequent with him -he uses it several times. When O. tells A.: "Men inhabit time. They also inhabit space and a more or less round sphere which makes the object of the present report, respectfully submitted to the authorities of Urql..." 65 the utterance supposes, due to the use of the verb 'to submit', that the inhabitants of Urql are placed on a superior level to that of the inhabitants of the Earth. As one can only submit -in the sense of present -to a higher ranked person who is expected to pronounce a judgement or make a decision. We speak thus of an implicitative semantic trope 66 . The implicit suggested has been clearly stated by A. in his response to O.: 'Cut that, said A. They tend to do a bit too much and be big headed.' 'Oh! Them as well? I told him.' 67 If A. invites O. to cut this sentence, this is because he doesn't want to confirm this idea of pride or of pretention with the inhabitants of Urql. Trying to omit this interference, A. intends to negate the initial truth of the utterance that a verb like 'submit' could induce. The term 'as well' supposes that not only the inhabitants of Urql, but also those of the Earth are big headed. The presupposition suggested by the term 'as well' is the already known opposed to the ignored presented as information by the verb 'to submit'. Based on the cotextual environment, the proposition q, considered as the presupposition that the proposition p infers, is true even if p is false. Thus, O. conveys a knowledge that he wishes to be sure and certainly far from any doubt or uncertainty:
the presuppositions oppose to the assertions as "what is presumed to be known" to "what is presumed to be unknown" (Strawson); that is to say that the contents formulated in presuppositions are supposed to correspond to already known realities, and admitted by the addressee -either because they belong to his specific encyclopaedic knowledge, or because they correspond to 'evidences' supposed to be shared by the totality of the speaking community: contents 'taken for granted' (...), unlike contents and posed and understood, which correspond to 'new' information, that is eminently disputable. 68 We can also identify in La Douane de mer a trope revealed by O.'s rhetorical-pragmatic competence, together with his logical competence. This could be a concession to the rules of the novel, where A. alone is engaged in the interpretation of O.'s discourse. However, we point to this trope in order to provide tangible evidence on the fact that the process of cognition and learning is effective. It is as if O. wanted to probe A.'s assimilation capacity. This trope is reflected in A.'s words: "Phew, would you like to have a drink?" 69 We notice that the derived illocutionary value of this utterance is a primary one, while the literal illocutionary value is secondary. In other words, this type of trope is characterised by the fact that it possesses a "literal sense degraded in connoted content" and a "derived sense promoted in denoted content". The degraded literal meaning is the interrogation, while the denoted derived is the invitation to have a drink. A. starts to understand the rites of going out, of offering a friendly drink, of proposing in the 'would you' mode. The speaker asks a question, marked in the sentence by the interrogative form: he enquires about O.'s availability to join him in a cafe for a drink. But he is clearly not waiting for an affirmative or a negative answer. The interrogative form has an imperative value here. "Let us go and have a drink". In fact, A. only asks the question in order to assert its directive intention: make O. join him to the pub. This sentence marks the fact that A. shares the rhetoric-pragmatic competences of the inhabitants of the Earth. He came to this conclusion through an inference concerning the 'phew' onomatopoeia, which will make him build a similar syllogism, based on the idea that those who use this term are bored, and that boredom is an earthly vice.
"He was turning more and more into a man". 70 Another illocutionary trope illustrates the same cognitive and logical process. " Thus, the referential world of the novel aims at presenting itself as 'true', while it is imaginary. This characteristic makes this long conversation between the late writer and the alien a fictional trope:
Fictional texts are to be interpreted literally, and they do not necessarily force the reader to look, under the literal content, for the derived content, more 'corresponding'. Their only anomaly consists in the fact that apparently they give as true asserted contents, that is as possessing in the universe of experience a referential correlate, while in fact these contents escape all truth judgement and their referential correlates only exist in a 'possible' imaginary world, more or less probable or on the contrary, arbitrary. 72 Other implicit sentences or emerge arise through association relations. The implicit content of La Douane de mer is revealed by decoding the logical competence of the author.
In the sentence "Once upon a time there was a hilly region where, in the shadow of high mountains always covered with snow, monkeys, tigers, elephants and men were living" 73 , d'Ormesson establishes an inference which stems by establishing association relations. He constitutes thus, according to the rules of natural logic, a class of creatures reunited by common properties (monkeys, tigers, and elephants). By associating men with them, he accomplishes an understood inference by establishing, through a logical operation, a coordinative relation. Or, we know that "coordination plays the part of a homogenising steamroller, levelling semantic disparities, reducing the intruder, and calling it back to the dominant isotopy." 74 If 'men' -the last element in the denotative sequence -produces the effect of a break of isotopy, the latter is recovered on the level of connotation. Implicitly, men are presented as an animal species which can be classified as such.
Thus, O.'s interpretative calculus of the implicit makes us discover all sorts of tropes, lexicalized illocutionary and non lexicalized, implicitative and fictional tropes. It corroborates the first section, centred on the study of the explicit. The one and the other are the result of an interaction of two intentions. A. is animated by the 'wish to believe' that he uses in order to understand O.'s intention, his meaning. He joins the two stages of the cognitive process started by A.: understanding in order to learn things on this world, in order to form one's own representation of the universe. It is the verbal interaction of the 'encoder' and the 'decoder' of information which enables one to understand the world and to correctly write the famous report.
The utterance does not have a unique sense: its sense depends upon the 'wish to believe' of the receiver. In fact, Montaigne stated that "Speaking belongs half to the speaker, half to the listener". Thus, through his decoding, A. tries to understand the meaning intended by O., the encoder: (...) interpreting a text is trying to reconstruct the encoding process. In other words: an utterance means what its receivers think that the speaker wanted to say in/ through the utterance, on the basis of their own competences, of those that they have the right (or bad) reasons to attribute to L, and to consider that L attributes to them. 75 However, it seems that even if the decoder is not able to seize the intention of the encoder, this is not necessarily a failure. As "the meaning is not given, but it is a function with two arguments, the signifying on the one hand and A.'s competences on the other." 76 epoch, he hasn't lived on the earth. He does so based on his reason and his natural logic. All this turns the 'report' into an 'archival storage'. The report written by the alien will continue its trajectory beneath the witness and his testimony. His designed addressee is represented by the authorities of the Urql planet. Irrespective of the level of reliability of A.'s testimony, the reporter O. can only tell him that something has happened.
The problem of this testimony stems from the fact that there is a lot of implicit in the narrative and rhetorical characteristics structuring the novel. This implicit can play the double role -mediator of the historical reality or opaque screen against the truth of the world.
The first informational content (the explicit one) is certainly addressed at the ignorant interlocutor represented by A., the alien who has come on earth in order to report about its events and lifestyle. The narrator O. explains him everything, as he doesn't know anything. But the human reader is well aware of all these things and is endowed with the memory of the narrated events, and this is why the narrator devotes to him the implicit content of his discourse. Thus, the reader is able to perceive, beneath the explicit discourse, what the author means to tell to his contemporaries, without disturbing the report of A.
Thus, this novel contains a double verbal interaction: an internal one with the alien reporter (O.), and an external one with the earthly reader (us). A long verbal interaction full of exhaustible and inexhaustible meanings, to be rediscovered through other interpretative calculations.
